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        Our final concept is “The Prick”,the interactive, voice controlled,
social media filled plant with a thorny personality. It is an artificial
intelligence that adapts to the personality and feelings of the user.
        The Prick was primarily designed for students with busy schedules.
They may not have time to check social media or update themselves
during the day. Our product offers a solution to this problem. The Prick
will allow users to become social in a way that smart devices have never
done before. It has been programmed to communicate the daily social
media feeds as well as comment on key features that contribute to the life
of the user. It communicates about friends, family, peers, news and daily
gossip personally favoured by the user. The Prick is particularly liked for
its sassy voice and attitude.
        The Prick relates to our theme as it is intended to entertain the user
with its witty remarks when providing its social media updates, as well as
conversing with the user when they return home from college. It is a
unique and quirky object designed for use in the sitting room.
         Our final video prototype can be viewed at the following link:

                                               https://vimeo.com/166801487

Description of Final Prototype



        There were a number of stages throughout our design process that
proved extremely useful in propelling us towards our final design.
Initially, we used IDEO method cards in order to help us obtain a better
understanding of our assigned space. In particular, the cross cultural
comparison, behavioural mapping and affinity diagrams. All of these
processes were essential to our design process, as it was crucial that we
understood how and when the space was used as well as user attitudes
towards the space.
        Next,it was important to research existing products relating to our
room and theme(sitting room and entertainment). Together we each
came up with 5 relevant products that are on the market today that
relates to both our theme and our room. For purposes of future
developments of our assignment, we decided to chose 5 between us to
focus on. These 5 products were Amazon Echo, Phillip’s Hue Lighting,
Wireless Control 4, the Harmony Remote and the Insight Switch, all of
which can be seen below.

Reflection on our design

process.

        This market research allowed us to analyse our target audience as well as
see where there was a gap in the market for new products. There are already
a plethora of entertainment products available, so we needed to come up
with something truly unique in order for it to be a successful idea. In order to
ensure this happened, we each individually came up with 100 ideas. This
allowed us to dig far deeper than the surface layer and eliminate those ideas
which are too common and thus are no use to us. 

Figure 1.1 Amazon Echo Figure 2.2 Phillip’s Hue Lighting  Figure 1.3 Wireless Control 4

Figure 1.4 LogiTech Harmony Remote Figure 1.5 Belkin Insight Switch



Reflection on our design

process.

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.3

        We used affinity diagrams to sort our ideas. This was important as it
enabled us to easily determine what works together, and make connections
 that may have previously gone unnoticed.

Figure 2.2



Reflection on our design

process.

        From this, we were able to limit our ideas down to 3 main concept designs.

These were "Melody Movements", "The Dome" and "The Talking Point". Once

we had these concepts, we created scenarios, followed by scenario maps that

highlighted the main features of our products. This proved useful in helping us

identify issues and questions that may arise, and helped us to solve them. Our 3

scenario maps can be viewed below. 

Figure 3.1 "Melody Movements" scenario map

Figure 3.2 "The Dome" scenario map

Figure 3.3 "The Talking Point" scenario map



Reflection on our design

process.

        Having fully analysed all our designs, we decided upon bringing forward

"The talking Point" to fully develop. We came to this decision as it is the most

unique, and there is nothing like it already on the market. It is attention grabbing

 and was the most favoured among fellow classmates and teachers.

        There were a number of final changes made to the design of "The Talking

Point" in the final stages of the design process. One of these changes was a

revised design for the plant pot. Initially, we had designed it as just a

regular shaped pot. However, we later decided we needed to have a more

interesting shaped pot in order to illustrate that it was different from any ordinary

pot. We made it more geometric shape and used a striking orange colour.

        We also changed the name from " The Talking Point" to "The Prick", as we

wanted to convey that the plant had a prickly personality and attitude. He is

meant to be "sassy" and give witty remarks when talking to the user.

Figure 4.1 Initial Model Figure 4.2 Final Model

Figure 5.1 Initial Technical drawings Figure 5.1 FinalTechnical drawings


